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Video game soundtracks both old and new feature work by some of the greatest composers of our

time. Orchestras all over the world play entire concerts of video game music. This collection of

themes from The Legend of Zelda(tm) series is arranged for solo guitar performance with full

notation and TAB. Each song is arranged in easy guitar keys at an easy--intermediate level, and all

pieces are suitable for recitals, concerts, and solo performances. There are 33 songs drawn from

The Legend of Zelda(tm), Zelda II(tm) - The Adventure of Link(tm), The Legend of Zelda(tm): A Link

to the Past(tm), The Legend of Zelda(tm): Link's Awakening(tm), The Legend of Zelda(tm): Ocarina

of Time(tm), The Legend of Zelda(tm): Majora's Mask(tm), The Legend of Zelda(tm): The Wind

Waker(tm), The Legend of Zelda(tm): Four Swords Adventures, The Legend of Zelda(tm): Twilight

Princess, The Legend of Zelda(tm): Phantom Hourglass, and The Legend of Zelda(tm), Spirit

Tracks. "Best in Show" Award at Winter NAMM 2012 presented by Music Inc. magazine.
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It was clear from reading that Alfred didn't actually write this one. Usually their tab books are

borderline at best. This one, on the other hand, is quite good. The other giveaway is the tablature

style. This is noted in a system used in Japan. To the average eye, it looks pretty similar, but the

sheer technicality of the the format is a dead giveaway. Also clear is that it was clearly worked out

on a Classical-style guitar, instead of a more traditional (At least in the states) steel string.What this



means is that some techniques are a bit redundant, some notation is more confusing than need be,

and the skill required for some songs is above the difficulty of the song itself. Still, it provides a good

start point to tab out version for yourself.The other nitpick is the lack of songs. I would have left out

Phantom Hourglass and Spirit Tacks and Twilight Princess. Create a Volume 2 for them, because

they are given a single song a piece, and all three feel like after-thoughts. Missing was the shop

music from OOT, the overland music from Adventure of Link (And various field pieces) and the

biggest ommision, the Ballad of the Wind Fish. Since this was the central piece to Link's Awakening,

I was a bit disappointed,Lastly, I felt a three bar version of all Ocarina Songs from OOT would have

taken up no more than a single page two at the most, and solved one of the primary frustrations

many guitar players have when selecting Zelda tunes. This is like creating a Super Mario Brothers

Tab book, and not including the underground theme.

Arrived very quickly and just as described in person. Plenty of songs to learn that i cant wait to

purchase the second book

Exactly what I thought it would be. Should up on time and great Christmas present for my fiance

who plays guitar and loves Zelda

This is a must buy for any player of guitar and the Zelda series.The selection is great, the songs

spectacular, and very good for rookie players and long-timers alike.I was impressed by the

tablature, and the chords are right on.It also includes the original key for each song, so one could

adjust the strings to the exact sound.

This is a must buy for any player of guitar and the Zelda series.The selection is great, the songs

spectacular, and very good for rookie players and long-timers alike.I was impressed by the

tablature, and the chords are right on.It also includes the original key for each song, so one could

adjust the strings to the exact sound.

I have had many requests from guitar students for some Zelda songs - which I knew nothing about.

This book is easy to read, guitar tab and written music. A great teaching tool!

Bought this as a gift. They are still raving about it. Great purchase.



I bought this, along with the piano book. This book has a lot of the more recognizable songs from

the series, and they are fun to play. Many of them are challenging for me, but I am not an expert

musician by any means. It gives me a reason to practice and learn.Some pros:Good song list.Pages

are high quality paper.Most songs sound very accurate.Some cons:The binding is very cheap. It

started losing pages after a few days of use. Find a place to get it spiral bound.Not all songs are

exactly right.Key signatures: I bought the piano version also, so my wife and I could play together.

For most of the songs, we'll have to transpose.Overall, I enjoy this book, and would buy it again.
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